Applications are invited on plain paper for above mentioned post in University Grants Commissions, New Delhi sponsored project entitled “Association of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism with type 2 Diabetes and Diabetic Retinopathy in Western Indian Population

ELIGIBILITY:

M.Sc. I\textsuperscript{st} Class or higher II\textsuperscript{nd} Class in Biochemistry/Biotechnology with consistent good academic record. Project Fellow will get \textbf{Rs. 14,000/-} per month for first two years and \textbf{Rs. 16,000/-} per month for third year.

Above post is purely on temporary basis for a period of three years or till the completion of project whichever is earlier. Applications stating date of birth, qualifications, experience, e-mail and postal address with respective certificates should reach to undersigned on or before June 22, 2013. Open Interview will be held on Saturday, June 22, 2013 at 11:30 A.M. in the BRD School of Biosciences, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar.

Candidates appearing for interview should bring all original certificates (including statement of marks) in support of his/her qualifications.

Candidate may be allowed to register for Ph.D degree. Preference will be given to NET-Qualified candidate.

Candidates will have to appear for the interview at his/her own cost.

Prof Kiran Kalia  
Principle Investigator